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Motivation

Approach

A scientific workflow (Fig. 1) is the set the steps taken
during a research project to reach an end goal. Scientific
workflow provenance (Fig. 3) is essentially the historical log of all changes made to the workflow’s data. Scientific researchers working together from different locations need an immutable way to store scientific workflow
provenance, so that data cannot be falsified or tampered
with. Secure storage of scientific workflow provenance
is critical in research activities because provenance:

To provide a solution, we propose to employ a public
blockchain as a way to store provenance for complex
scientific workflows while allowing for the branching off
from and merging of workflows (Fig. 2a). Using a public
system allows for accessible data collaboration among
researchers.

Contributions

Invalidation of Incorrect Provenance Records
To accommodate the need for researchers to redo workflow tasks, we have designed an invalidation mechanism
that can add a new block to the chain and reset the workflow state to where it was prior to the addition of the
block that was invalidated (Fig. 2b).

Assists researchers in being able to reproduce results.
Helps researchers to prove the validity of data
products and scientific findings.
Aids in preventing research fraud and fabrication.

The contributions of our project are as follows:
We propose a blockchain-based system that allows
researchers to store scientific provenance from
multiple complex workflows on one blockchain.
We propose a unique invalidation method that
allows researchers to redo workflow tasks in a way
that only invalidates necessary workflow tasks.
We propose a public platform that supports
open-access data sharing for scientific workflow
provenance data to promote a more efficient path to
scientific discoveries.
Provenance Record
Field
Description
Task ID
Hash of workflow task information
User ID
Public key of researcher
Execution Time
Data upload time
Input
Hash of data input
Output
Hash of data output
Hash Pointers
Hashes of parent provenance records
Valid Merkle Root
Result of tree from valid records
Invalid Merkle Root Result of tree from invalid records

;

Figure 2a: A blockchain-based workflow

;

Figure 1: Data progression on a workflow

Figure 3. A sample provenance record stored on the blockchain
;

Figure 2b: Invalidation and replacement of Task 2 in the workflow
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